UNISEX SHORT SLEEVE POLO SHIRT
durable and highly versatile, WITH EXTRA BODY LENGTH
UNIFORMS THAT WORK FOR YOU

Safeguards against contamination by microbes, germs and bacteria

PR995

UNISEX SHORT SLEEVE POLO SHIRT
Powered by HeiQ Viroblock

A durable and highly versatile unisex polo shirt that is
protected with HeiQ Viroblock to safeguard it against
contamination by microbes, germs and bacteria, with
a biocide of Silver Chloride. Designed with extra body
length, this polo is styled with a ribbed knit collar
and a two button placket and makes for smart-casual
workwear option. Available in five colours that can be
washed up to thirty times to 60˚C with the full benefit
of HeiQ Viroblock antimicrobial protection.
• Powered by HeiQ Viroblock, an antimicrobial
textile technology designed to kill microbes, germs
and bacteria on the fabric surface.
• Ribbed knit collar and sleeve cuff.
• Two button placket.
• Extra body length.

FABRIC:
65% Polyester, 35% Cotton,
powered by HeiQ Viroblock, 200gsm

SIZES:

Powered by HeiQ Viroblock a world-leading
innovative Swiss textile technology

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL

COLOURS:

Member
BLACK DARK GREY

NAVY

ROYAL

WHITE

DISCLAIMER: The following products have been treated with a biocide to protect them from spoilage by microbes and germs. Active ingredient: silver chloride.
PR994, PR995, PR996, PR997 and PR998 are powered by HeiQ Viroblock (technology) and are designed to aid defence against the spread of infection.
Premier makes no assurances that they can prevent transmission or infection of disease or viruses. They are not medical or clinical garments and as such should
not be used for this purpose. They should not be used under any circumstances where infection level is high and in any exposure to high level heat sources or
combustible substances. Remove and do not use wear these garments if you are suffering with breathing difficulties or skin irritation. It is recommended that you
wash these products before use.

